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INTRO/"Computerized Voices": 

Stop, you have activated our automated security system... 
unauthorized personnel prohibited beyond this door... 
The door is ajar...the door is ajar...Please take the ticket 

...please take the ticket... 
Parking is for loading and unloading of passengers only... 

Anything you say can and will be used against you 
in a court of law... 

THE HUMAN MIND IS UTTERLY DAMAGED BY FERTILE EMOTIONS DECLINED 
BY SOCIETY'S PLASTIC FACES...WHICH ARE PREFERRED...WHICH ARE 

PREFERRED...WHICH ARE PREFERRED...WHICH ARE PREFERRED... 
you better put on your condom...you better put on your condom... 

you better put on your condom...etc........................................... 
 

A world of mechanical authorities 
Chains hidden behind rationalizing minds 

Hidden human instincts long since forgotten 
Self hatred taught by judging minds 

 
(CHORUS) 

 
I don’t wanna live in the chains of society 

It builds pyres of money and burns our souls 
All those feelings deep inside…inside of me 

We’re living our lives with UNSEEN REALITIES 
 

In this world of scales and rigid measurements 
Religions’ guides to a better life 

More secure but subdued in society’s mechanical thongs 
Saying what to eat and when to sleep and 

How to dress and how to make love… 
 

(REPEAT CHORUS) 
 

(BRIDGE) 
 

We’re killing ourselves 
We’re killing our earth 

Life can be so damned easy if you let it flow 
Stay true to your soul 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

(ISTRUMENTAL BREKDOWN) 
Chains hidden behind rationalizing minds 

Saying, saying…saying what to eat and when to sleep and how to dress and how to 
make love… 

 
(REPEAT CHORUS TWICE) 

 
We’re killing ourselves with UNSEEN REALITIES 
We’re killing our lives…with UNSEEN REALITIES 

 
 

FINALE/"Computerized Voices": 
THE HUMAN MIND IS UTTERLY DAMAGED 

BY FERTILE EMOTIONS DECLINED BY SOCIETY'S PLASTIC FACES... 
WHICH ARE PREFERRED...WHICH ARE PREFERRED... 

WHICH ARE PREFERRED... 
Fasten your seat belt... 

you better put on your condom...you better put on your condom... 
you better put on your condom… 

Don't touch this...don't touch this... 
Mr. Bernard Lantz, please pick up the white courtesy phone... 

you better put on your condom...you better put on your condom... 
WHICH ARE PREFERRED...WHICH ARE PREFERRED... 

you better put on your condom…you better put on your condom... 
you better put on your condom...*$%*()(_@^%$%*=0` 
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